Mechanism-based pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic meta-analysis of trabectedin (ET-743, Yondelis) induced neutropenia.
Myelosuppression was found to be one of the main toxicities of trabectedin (ET-743, Yondelis) during phase I/II studies. Our objective was to develop a pharmacokinetic-pharmacodynamic (PK/PD) model that describes the time course of the absolute neutrophil counts (ANCs) in cancer patients receiving trabectedin. Data from 699 patients who received intravenous trabectedin as monotherapy (dose range: 0.006-1.8 mg/m2) as a 1-, 3-, or 24-h infusion every 21 days; 1- or 3-h infusion on days 1, 8, and 15 every 28 days; or a 1-h infusion daily for 5 consecutive days every 21 days were used to develop (N=405; ANCs=7,291) and validate (N=294; ANCs=5,029) the model. The PK/PD model comprised a trabectedin-sensitive progenitor cell compartment, linked to the peripheral blood compartment, through three transition compartments representing the maturation chain in the bone marrow. To capture the rebound effect due to endogenous growth factors, the model included a feedback mechanism. The model estimated three system-related parameters: ANC at baseline (Circ0), mean transit time in bone marrow (MTT), and a feedback parameter (gamma). A first-order process quantified by the rate constant k(e0) described the trabectedin concentrations at the effect compartment (C(e)), which were assumed to reduce the proliferation rate and/or to increase the killing rate of the progenitor cells according to the function alphaC(e)beta. The model was qualified and simulations were undertaken to evaluate the neutropenia schedule dependency and the effects of selected covariates. NONMEM software was used to perform the modeling and simulation analyses. For a typical man of 70 kg, the mean values (between-subject variability; %) of the Circ0, MTT, gamma, k(e0), alpha, and beta were estimated to be 4.46 x 10(9)/l (37.9%), 4.0 days (37.5%), 0.218 (41.8%), 2.09 h(-1) (77.9%), 2.00 l/microg (85.1%), and 1.26, respectively. Although in women, k(e0) was reduced by 29% and a 25% increase in body weight resulted in a 12.6% reduction in the beta parameter, the clinical relevance of these effects is limited. The model evaluation procedure indicated accurate prediction of the observed incidence of neutropenia grades 3 and 4 across the dosing regimens evaluated. Simulations indicated that trabectedin dose and interdose interval, but not infusion duration, are the main determinants of the neutropenia severity. The model-predicted time course of the ANC and its variability confirmed that neutropenia is reversible, of short duration, and non-cumulative. The extent and time course of neutropenia following six different dosing regimens of trabectedin were well predicted by the semiphysiological PK/PD model.